March 2, 2015

Dr. George N. Rouskas  
Department of Computer Science  
Box 8206  
NC State University

Dear Dr. Rouskas:

The Office of Faculty Development has created the Thank a Teacher Program as a way to honor NC State faculty who have made a difference in students’ lives. One of your students has provided these comments to thank you for your efforts and positive impact as a teacher.

Thank You Professor for taking me further into the world of Internet Protocols. Your approach towards teaching this course has made me so confident in this subject that it was "the" subject that helped me crack job interviews. Your coding assignments were the stepping stone for me towards programming extensively in C, another big plus that I achieved from your guidance. Lastly, your suggestion about having an open mind towards the future of Internet (Network Virtualization, SDN, etc.) made me take up these domains as my future career in the Networking Industry. Thank You Professor for showing us the path. I am glad I chose NC State.  
--Saurav Sarkar

Your efforts with this student are a reflection of your dedication to teaching and learning. I congratulate you on this recognition and offer my sincere appreciation for your work with students at NC State.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Warwick A. Arden  
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

cc: Louis Martin-Vega  
Laurie Williams